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Welcome

Message from Founder/Chairman

Welcome to the IBSUniversity.
Institute of Business Studies, as a privately owned and
renowned national education Institution, has achieved
one of its major goals “IBSUniverisity” status on 25th
January 2017.

It has taken 28 years of visionary driven commitment
and hard work to reach this very important milestone in
its journey. The credit goes equal to thousands of students, parents, sponsors, both local and overseas partners, well wishers and more importantly our staff. We
have found the inner core of our Vision, “To enrich lives
through world class education, training and research”.
To enrich lives, our focus has shifted from “teacher centered” learning to “student centered” learning in 2016.
Indeed, this transformation will guide us towards becoming an “INNOVATIVE UNIVERSITY” in the South
Pacific.
It is so exciting that the well earned university status,
the Introduction of our own degree programmes and
the opening of the “IBS Centre of Excellence” building
taking place at the beginning of year 2017. The new
building is designed to portray our commitment to
“student centered” learning. It is our earnest desire to
put our students in the center of everything we do from
enrollment to graduation, encompassing variety of value adding activities to enhance learning and foster our
culture and tradition.

One of our goals is to give our students a unique lear ning experience by offering opportunities to harness their
naturally wired talents in music, dance, paintings and
other extra curricular activities so that they could enjoy
their learning by minimizing the pressure of rigidly engaging academic requirements.
We have been committed to create an excellent educ ation conducive environment in the campus with variety
of imported flower trees, shade trees and fruit trees. The
campus has ponds and lake, hills and valleys representing the true nature.
As an individual, born in Sri Lanka, lived in Australia
and Canada, I chose to reside in this beautiful country in
1989. I found my calling on my 50th Birthday on the
16th of February 1996. I dedicated my life to educating
my fellow Papua New Guineans since then. I hope the
good Lord will be with me as in the past, to achieve my
dreams for this country, in my small corner and help
leave a legacy for generations to come.
Are you ready to travel with us to explore the innovative education?
Together, we can achieve the impossibles.

Mick Nades, MBE , CBE
Founder & Chairman, IBSUniversity
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Chancellor’s Forward

IBS brand has come a long way in its 32-years history and continues to journey on with optimism;
making and leaving legacies. IBSUniversity in its
four years of existence is proud to be part of that
legacy.

I am indeed, humbled and privileged to be part of
this great institution. An institution or any establishment for that matter is nothing without the
people behind it. And, I take this opportunity to
take my hat off to thank Mr. Mick Nades for his
hard work, time, efforts and resources in establishing IBS that has answered to the plight of our many
grades 10 and 12 leavers who are now successful
in their own respects. You have done extremely
well and as a Papua New Guinean I can’t thank you
enough and I trust others also share similar sentiments with me.
Thank you for sharing our life with us thus far.
IBSUniversity continues to grow and rise amidst
challenges. I guess, it’s part and parcel of growing
up and no establishment will deny the fact that the
initial stages are not always an easy ride. Thereafter, we can sip a cup of coffee and exhale a sigh
of relief that we have made it to calm waters. On
that note, our impasse with DHERST (Department
of Higher Education, Research, Science, & Technology) drags on and since the issue began four years

ago I can assure us that we are now seeing a bigger
light at the end of the tunnel. This issue will be resolved once and for all in the soonest.
Investing in education business may be new to Papua New Guinea and IBSUniversity, as a first private university, has taken on that challenge to not
only remain sustainable but delivering quality,
world standard education, training and research.
This is not the only first for the IBS name as it has
many accomplishments that can be the benchmarks in higher learning and knowledge cultivation
in Papua New Guinea.
With many more positive developments yet in
sight for this great institution we can’t thank you
enough for your continued support as we join
hands to make IBSUniversity a leader in the higher
learning sphere, not only in Papua New Guinea but
the world over.

Ambassador Gabriel Pepson
Chancellor - IBSUniversity
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Message from the Vice-Chancellor

I am delighted to welcome you all to the family of
IBSUniversity. My best wishes for the new entrants to start the
journey with IBSUniversity, which is on a mission to strive for
quality in teaching and learning, research and community
service.
IBSUniversity is carrying forward 31 years old legacy
(1989-2020) of Sir Mick Nades, an education philanthropist in
Papua New Guinea.
The IBSUniversity Campus at Mt. Eriama, along Sogeri Road,
provides an excellent academic ambiance that nurtures young
mind to think critically to become an innovator in the field of
Business,
Management, Economics and Information
Technology. In addition, the Campus, provides a safe and
friendly environment to support the students into perfect and
successful professional and citizens.
The academic curriculum, pedagogy and teaching methods at
IBSUniversity makes coordinated efforts to ensure holistic
perspective among the students. Presently, since 2017 the
University is offering national degree programmes in the four
disciplines of Business and Management, Accounting and
Finance, Economics and Development Studies and Information
Technology. Also, since 1999, in collaboration with the
Southern Cross University of Australia, the University has been
offering international degree programmes in the three
disciplines of Business, Management and Information
Technology.
These higher educational learning and graduate programmes
keep pace with rapid changes in society, technological changes
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happening in the international arena and changes in the PNG
industry, which needs suitable graduates capable of taking
responsibilities. The University has already started on a radical
shape up in various fields in order to reach international
standards of excellence in its innovative teaching, learning
practices, and its research progress.

At IBSUniversity, unit transcendence, innovation and creativity
are imparted through Student Centred Learning preparing
students for entrepreneurship or being eligible to secure
employment around the World.
I believe, students, lecturers and staff are the three prominent
pillars of any University. Building teamwork, sharing a
common vision and working together would certainly make a
perceptible difference in the growth and progress of the
University. We have that at IBSUniversity.
Thus, I invite all of you to take the current challenges present
in front of us, create a history and be a responsible citizen of
Papua New Guinea. Let us join in this challenging experience
to maximize the benefits and enjoy life at IBSUniversity.
I wish you all success in your studies.

Dr. Ramachandran Arunachalam
M.Com., M.Phil., Grad. CWA., Ph.D.,

Vice-Chancellor

IBSUniversity students waiting between lecture rooms for class
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Development Studies

VISION, MISSION, GOALS AND VALUES
OUR VISION

OUR VALUES

To enrich lives through World Class Education, Training
and Research.

INTEGRITY :

Our spontaneous commitment to
delivering our promises.

INNOVATIVE :

Our application of new ideas
towards improving our lives and
the society we live in.

EXCELLENCE :

Our unwavering resolve towards
world standards.

ACCOUNTABILITY :

We take ownership of our actions
and decisions.

RESPONSIVE :

Our proactive response to
industry expectations.

COLLABORATION :

To produce high caliber graduates who can help build
our society and the nation.

We believe in Internal Team
Work and External Collaboration
to grow and sustain success.

RESPECT :

To provide “Hands On” training through IBS Career
Development Centre.

We extend mutual courtesy as
we would expect.

SERVICE :

Our utmost commitment to serve
our students and customers
beyond their expectations.

OUR MISSION
We are passionately committed to Educating and Training people by providing responsive and value driven programmes that stimulate personal development, organizational growth and building of our young nation.

OUR GOALS
To actively implement “student centered learning” methodologies to enhance individual being.

To facilitate outbound management and leadership programmes based on experiential learning.
To enable our faculty and students to develop their research skills through IBSU Research Centre.
To Help our students to develop their naturally wired
talents.
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Our commitment to putting students’
learning in the center of all we do

The red colour font signifies vibrancy
in everything we accomplish.

Each strand of the spokes represents one core
value.

EXCELLENCE
INNOVATIVE

ACCOUNTABILITY
RESPONSIVE
COLLABORATION

INTEGRITY
RESPECT

SERVICE
The conch shell represents
one of PNG’s traditional
way of communicating.

The book represents KNOWLEDGE,
when it combines with the conch shell,. It
denotes the “Communication of
Knowledge”.

OUR VALUES ARE REPRESENTED BY EIGHT GREEK COLUMNS AT THE MAIN GATE
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Overview of IBS/IBSUniversity
The Institute of Business Studies (IBS) is a private Te rtiary
Educational Institution passionate about developing the
human resources of Papua New Guinea. We have now
become a university.
The Institute of Business Studies was established in 1989
with the primary objective to provide revision classes for
the professional examinations conducted by the Papua
New Guinea Institute of Accountants (PNGIA), now Certified Practicing Accountants (PNG) since there was none
available for the Accounting Graduates.
We continue to assist more graduates in this profession.
Over the years our vision has changed to give the opportunity to school leavers who were rejected by the formal
education system.
We take pride in providing a conducive and suppor ting
learning environment and make learning accessible to
many fellow Papua New Guineans who want to pursue
and achieve their dreams by obtaining an international
degree in the fields of Accounting, Marketing, and Information Technology.
Commencing year 2017, we offer our own degree pr ograms in Accounting and Finance, Economics and D evelopment Studies, Business and Management and Information Technology.
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The Institution has further forged strong partnerships
and network with the industry and business world to
provide practical exposure in terms of applying theory to
practice. We also provide employability training, recruitment, support and campus placement process. The Institute continues to invest time in training and development
by having a Career Development Centre (CDC) that
spends more time in running skills development and
practical training programmes.
The Institution has also collaborated and formed par tnerships with many other international and local pr ofessional institutions such as the Southern Cross University in
Australia, Australian Computer Society, Certified Practicing Accountants (Australia), Certified Practicing Accountants (PNG), Prometric and Pearson VUE Australia.
We also act as examination centre for other universities
and professional bodies around the world. The Institution is committed and passionate about enriching the
lives of many Papua New Guineans and help them to
advance in their chosen career. We have supported many
successful graduates to date and we continue to embrace
our vision to educate as many fellow Papua New Guineans as possible.
The IBS has celebrated 32 years of outstanding educ ational achievements.

Overview of IBS/IBSUniversity
IBS Leadership was fortunate to identify the pressing
needs in the various human development aspects. In
order to address these varying needs, we created four
associated institutions. Thus, IBS Group consist of the
following:
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS STUDIES (IBS) - The original and pioneer institute of business studies commenced its operation on the 16th February 1989.
Incorporated on January 4th 1988 is the foundation on
which the next 4 companies are built upon.
IBSUNIVERSITY
A new identity having gained university status on 25th
January 2017. IBSU is “focusing on student centered
learning” thus striving to become an innovative University in the South Pacific region.
IBSUniversity prepares students by developing skills,
abilities and talents through its sister concerns, IBS College of TVET, IBS Centre of Excellence, IBS Career Development Centre and IBSU Research Centre. The continuous assessment of the teaching and learning process
reflects the university’s desire to prepare students for
the job market anywhere in the globe.
Through promoting innovation and creativity, the university has established a competitive spirit among the
student community in PNG and prides itself in providing a unique learning environment for its students.

10 and Grade 12 who have missed out on national selections.
IBS CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE - IBS Centre of Excellence was established in 2004 to cater for management
and leadership development.
IBS Centre of Excellence focuses on experiential learning
and is renowned for its Outbound Training programmes
more particularly “TEAM BUILDING”.

IBSU RESEARCH CENTRE - IBSU Research Centre has
initiated its activities since April 2015 as a registered
company. Specifically complementing the IBSUniversity
in academic and business related research promoting
research culture among students and academics.
IBS CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTRE - IBS Career
Development Centre bridges the gap between academic
studies and practical application thereof. IBS CDC has
been in operation since 2008.

IBS CDC is now a separate legal entity providing
“HANDS ON” training courses for our graduates, thus
bridging the Academic and the practical world. CDC is
currently operating from its Headquarters at the Centre
of Excellence building, Mt Eriama and focus on harnessing human talent identification and development.

IBS COLLEGE OF TVET
The Institute of Business Studies (IBS) is located at Saraga Campus, 6 Mile in Port Moresby. Apart from working professionals who wish to obtain certificate qualification, it also facilitates Certificate Programs for mostly
school leavers of Grade

The ‘Centre of Excellence’ building that now houses four of the companies under IBS, including IBSUniversity.
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WHERE WE ARE
About Papua New Guinea

Papua New Guinea (PNG) rests entirely within the
tropics, south of the equator, and 160km north of Aus- Below the mountain chain, lie dense rainforest great
tralia.
rivers, fertile coastal plains, flooded delta regions and
mangrove swamps exist alongside broad sandy beachWith a total land mass exceeding 473,000 square km. es and colorful sheltered bays.
PNG accounts for more than 80% of the total land area
of New Guinea - the second largest island in the world, The capital city of Papua New Guinea is Port Moresby,
along with some 600 islands. A central core of moun- where the following official languages are widely spotains located in the spine of the mainland, the Owen ken; English, Hiri Motu & Tok Pisin. PNG accounts for
Stanley Range that runs east and west rising steeply 1/3 of the world’s languages exceeding
from the coastal plains and connecting up with the 800, with 5000 different dialects, and a multitude of
highlands region. Mt Wilhelm marks the highest peak cultures with roots from Africa, India & Polynesia. Curmeasuring approximately 4,500 meters.
rency: PGK (PNG Kina) and Toea.

Like PNG, IBSUniversity is full of diverse cultures and traditions among students and students are encouraged to be proud of their culture.
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SARAGA CAMPUS

Graduate Certificate Students of IBS College of TVET

The IBS College of TVET Saraga Campus is located in 6 Mile,
Port Moresby and mainly facilitates all Certificate Course Programmes with the following facilities:

Facilities
• Eight Lecture Rooms
• Two Computer Labs
• Amenities
• Sports Field
• Six Staff Residence
• Hostel Learning
Resources

• Wi-Fi/ internet

•
•
•
•
•
•

Library
Transportation
Cafeteria
Internet/Research
facilities
Safe Car park
International Testing
Centre for Pearson
Vue and Prometric

Students accessing internet facilities at Saraga Campus

Students following Certificate Courses at the Saraga Campus
can find that though the campus is tucked away at the end of
Magila Street, it is a very peaceful and comfortable environment
conducive for learning. Students have the choice of studying in
air-conditioned lecture rooms, two Open Study Halls where students
can enjoy the fresh breeze and share notes or discuss with peers.
There are also shady trees with seating facilities so students can
enjoy the natural surroundings between class times.

Students in the IBS College of TVET Saraga Campus
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MT ERIAMA CAMPUS
The IBSUniversity Mt Eriama Campus is located outside of Port Moresby
along Sogeri Road and is the main campus of the University.
This is where our own and Southern Cross University Undergraduate
programmes are facilitated and taught. This also is where the IBS Centre
of Excellence, IBS Research Centre and IBS Career Development Centre
are based. The Campus is situated in a peaceful and beautiful natural
environment.
Students enjoying class

Sporting facilities enjoyed by IBSU students

All our indoor facilities are air-conditioned with projector and white
boards consisting of the following:

•

State of the art Library and Learning Centre

•

Three theatres each having a seating capacity of 150-170

•

Five Lecture rooms each with seating capacity of 50-60

•

Six small rooms each with seating capacity of 20-25

•

Three Fully equipped computer labs with internet

•

Research Lab with Internet

•

Wireless facilities for users with laptops in the green garden

•

Peaceful and quiet study environment

Wireless facilities
At IBSUnivesrsity, students can enjoy learning in a natural and clean environment.
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IRELYA CAMPUS, ENGA PROVINCE
(FROM 2012 TO 2018)
The Enga campus, is located in Peres Block, within
the Irelya Village. The campus is shared with the
PNG Teachers College and is an initiative of Governor Sir Peter Ipatas to build an educational hub in
Enga. This campus currently offers Australian Undergraduate Degrees in Accounting, & Information
Technology. The Campus was officially opened in
2012 and extended its service till the end of 2018.

Facilities
• Eight Lecture Rooms
• Two Computer Labs
• Amenities
• Sports Field
• Six Staff Residence
• Wi-Fi/ Internet
• Library
• Transportation

Students in class at the Enga Campus.

The classrooms and transport facilities available at IBS, Enga Campus.
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STUDENT CENTRED LEARNING

Students having a chat and coffee with the Vice Chancellor

IBSUniversity focuses on student centred learning in an

production of knowledge and transforming students’ pe r-

environment of social diversity and respond to the needs

ceptions and understanding by empowering them to a p-

of an increasingly heterogeneous student population. The

ply knowledge in their own contexts.

objective of this teaching & learning method is to empow-

centred environments emphasise supportive relationships

er students with knowledge by understanding students’

between students and teachers in academic environments

experiences and social contexts. It is a career-based learn-

that are challenging, relevant, collaborative, student-

ing with real world workplace experiences.

directed and connected to real-life situations. Students are

Through implementing student-centred teaching and
learning, students will gain transferrable skills such as
problem solving, critical thinking and reflective thinking.
“Student-centered learning and mobility will help students develop the competences they need in a changing labor market and
will empower them to become active and responsible citizens.”
We have a multitude of formal and informal learning o pportunities at IBSUniversity. The formal classroom sessions are interactive involving the students directly in the
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These student-

assessed on their mastery of knowledge and skills and
have multiple opportunities to demonstrate that mastery.
We have a variety of informal interaction of students with
industry experts, community setting experiences, sharing
of socio-cultural responsibilities, celebration of special
days of significance, after-school programmes and industrial visits which prepare students for future learning. We
take it that a major goal of informal experiences is to ignite
interests and develop experiential knowledge and learning
skills of students.

IBSUniversity isn’t just a school, it is a happy family made up of students and staff!

IBSUniversity focuses on ‘Student-Centred Learning’
whereby the student takes full responsibility for his/her
learning and the teacher only facilitates this learning by
various methods suitable for different groups of students.
Student life at the IBSU isn’t all about study and hard
work, students are given the opportunity to further expand on their skills by having avenues to showcase their
talent in other non-curricular activities.
All students are encouraged to get involved in various
activities in life on campus, meet new friends and make
the best of their learning experience at IBSUniversity.
At IBSUniversity, students will find that not only are they
students of a university, their inclusion through their e ducation enables them to be part of the IBSU community
and the feeling is mutual for all staff and students, ensuring a harmonious student life at IBSUniversity.

One of the novel ideas implemented by IBSU in their
teaching and learning is ‘Jigsaw Class Room’. It is a cooperative learning technique that reduces racial conflict
among students, promotes better learning, improves student motivation, and increases enjoyment of the learning
experience. Similarly, the “Bodhi Seed Class” is a new
path in the era of Student Centered Learning. The aim
of the Bodhi Seed class is to conduct the class under the
tree to inculcate the knowledge of the students in a naturally engaged way. In this way, IBSU creates and builds
the unique atmosphere for students to learn themselves
and learn among themselves.

We strive to continually provide a conducive learning
environment by giving students a range of indoor and
outdoor collaboration spaces and time to interact within
the learning and teaching process. This fosters a rich st udent participation culture, which is maintained throughout their studies and into the work place.

Students participating in external sporting events

Learning in a fun and friendly environment is what IBSUniversity is all about…
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THE BODHI SEED CLASS
IBSUniversity is focusing and thinking always towards the welfare and goodness of the students. The
“Bodhi Seed Class” is one of the ideas introduced in
IBSUniversity Campus as a new footpath in the era.
The aim of the Bodhi Seed class is to conduct class
under the tree to inculcate the knowledge of the students and staff in a naturally engaged way.

For 2017, final year students will be selected to conduct the outdoor classes as they are in a stage to go
out to face the real world in a new look after completion of their course. They are nurtured to learn the
world with practical comparison and look out the
ground reality with their chosen subjects with naturally surrounded environment learning systems
(Bodhi Seed Class).

The way of seeding is important when we are targeting and expecting the outcome. IBSUniversity creates
and builds the unique atmosphere to the students to
learn among themselves in a natural environment.

IBSUniversity is situated among wonderful green
and natural environment. This is a great opportunity
to utilize the nature to seed the knowledge to the students at a right time and cultivate the outcome in a
right way to make them as a whole being.

Wonderful green environment conducive for this new concept of learning ‘The Bodhi Seed Class’
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
Environmental Education (EE) connects us to the world
around us, teaching us about both natural and built environments. EE raises awareness of issues impacting the environment upon which we all depend, as well as actions
we can take to improve and sustain it.

connections and apply their learning in the real world. EE
helps learners see the interconnectedness of social, ecological, economic, cultural and political issues.
3. Critical thinking and creative thinking skills are enhanced.

EE encourages students to research, investigate how and
Whether we bring nature into the classroom, take students why things happen, and make their own decisions about
outside to learn, or find impromptu teachable moments on complex environmental issues. By developing and enhanca nature walk with our families, EE has many benefits for ing critical and creative thinking skills, EE helps foster a
new generation of informed consumers, worker, as well as
youth, educators, schools and communities.
policy or decision makers.

Top 10 Benefits of Environmental Education

4. Tolerance and understanding are supported

EE encourages students to investigate varying sides of issues to understand the full picture. It promotes tolerance of
EE is hands-on, interactive learning that sparks the imagi- different points of view and different cultures.
nation and unlocked creativity. When EE is integrated into 5. State and national learning standards are met for multithe curriculum, students are more enthusiastic and en- ple subjects
gaged in learning, which raises students achievement in
By incorporating EE practices into the curriculum, teachers
core academic areas.
can integrate science, math, language, arts, history, and
2. Learning transcends the classroom
more into one rich lesson or activity, and still satisfy nuNot only does EE offer opportunities for experiential learn- merous national academic standards in all subject areas.
Taking a class outside or bringing nature indoors provides
ing outside of the classroom, it enables students to make
an excellent backdrop or context for interdisciplinary learning.
1.

Imagination and enthusiasm are heightened

IBSUniversity provides an environment that encourages Environmental Education
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6. Biphobia and nature deficit disorder decline

9. Responsible action is taken to better the environment

By exposing students to nature and allowing them to learn EE helps students understand how their decisions and acand play outside, EE fosters sensitivity, appreciation and tions affect the environment, builds knowledge and skills
respect for the environment.
necessary to address complex environmental issues, as well
as ways we can take action to keep our environment
healthy and sustainable for the future.
7. Healthy lifestyles are encouraged
10. Students and teachers are empowered
EE gets students outside and active, and helps address
EE promotes active learning, citizenship, and student leadsome of the health issues we are seeing in children today,
ership. It empowers youth to share their voice and make a
such as obesity, attention deficit disorders, and depression.
difference at their school and in their communities. EE
Good nutrition is often emphasised through EE and stress
helps teachers build their own environment knowledge
is reduced due to increased time spent in nature.
and teaching skills.
8. Communities are strengthened
EE promotes a sense of place and connection through community involvement. When students decide to learn more
or take action to improve their environment, they reach out
to community experts, donors, volunteers, and local facilities to help bring the community together to understand
and address environmental issues impacting their neighborhood.

Students can lead a healthy student life with Environment Education
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STUDENT SERVICES
The Student Services Team is designed to help all students
regardless of the course they are registered in. Student Services
focus is to provide excellent student service from the time an
enquiry is made to the successful completion of the course and
graduation thereafter.

The student services department consists of:

In fact, this process starts when you enquire for the first time at
our Reception. Student Services is the support team that complements the academic team. Student services will be your first
contact point outside of the classroom for all matters concerning enrollment and studies.

TEAM LEADER

SSD MANAGER
The Registrar is responsible for the overall operations of the
Registration Process and the Student Service Division.

The Team Leader ensures that the Student Services operation
runs effectively, so that its mission “To provide quality services for our Students, parents, Sponsors and Prospective Applicants, and other internal divisions” is executed with quality.
STUDENT LIAISON

At the students services department, you can be assisted
for the following:
Your course registration, course verification, information on your courses and specific timetables, printing
and transcript requests, to follow up on your payments
or refunds, text book information, IT services such as
registration for Wi-Fi Connectivity registration, library
user registration and any other information that you are
unsure of as a student, your first stop to being guided to
the correct person or department is at the Students Services Help desk.

The Student Liaison Officers are responsible for all the students enrolled at IBSUniversity. They are the contact points for
all students with regard to their exam passes, exam results,
graduation, reference letters, etc. This officer is also responsible for collection of all assignments, homework, etc.
They also ensure students studying at IBSUniversity are provided with every resource possible to enable them to complete
their studies. They will monitor daily attendances and examination results and accordingly will assist students by means of
counseling, guidance and necessary support.
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OUR SERVICES
We provide the following services for our students:
• 1 on 1 consultation with lecturers
• High-speed Broadband Internet
• Print/ Copy & Scan Facilities
• Accommodation on-campus
• Accommodation off-campus
• Career development and placement
• Counseling and personal development
• Flexible payment options
• Cafeteria
• Library
• Research Centre
• Computer Labs
• Outdoor work spaces
• Seminars
• Sports
• Cultural Activities

Finance Services
The IBSUniversity’s Finance Department is responsible for
all queries that require payment either way from the student or the university. Payment for textbooks are also the
responsibility of the revenue section in the Finance depar tment. Collection of account statements for your student at
the school can also be done at our Finance division.

Administration and Logistics Services

Marketing Services / Public Relations
The Marketing team with the Students Association within
the Office of Haus Sumatin, is committed to offering a wide
-range of sporting and recreational programmes that caters
for a diverse set of students, regardless of age and bac kground. IBSUniversity student experience supports your
non-academic life to balance both academic and social life.
The existing activities both the recreational and academic
involves all students from all levels to participate and have
fun together as the IBS Family.
You’ll find activities to get involved in including Sports
Day, SEED - Academic and cultural activities, expo’s and
off-campus sport competitions, University Games and a
whole lot more.
The Marketing Department of IBSUniversity works closely
with the Student Representative Committee (SRC) and other student committees in terms of events and any activity
that would include public exposure or market IBSUniversity. Should students have an external event, it is advisable
to seek advice from the Marketing Department as it is the
link to arranging students’ logistics and finance for these
student activities.

Placement

IBSUniversity Administration and Logistics Department is
the team responsible for students’ movements to and from
the school and places of residence. They are solely responsible for accommodation and transportation of all students
whether day or boarding students.

IBSUniversity’s Placements comes under the Human Resource Department and provides its service by identifying
suitable job vacancies and opportunities for IBSUniversity
graduates to secure employment prior to or after leaving
IBSUniversity. Placement is also related to IBS Career DeAny issue to do with accommodation and transport should velopment Centre and there are instances where students
be brought to the attention of the hostel warden and are given references for employment and trained.
transport officer respectively.

Some of the friendly staff of IBSUniversity’s Finance Department that you will meet as you walk into the reception
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STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICES
CENTRE FOR COUNSELING AND WELLNESS
IBSUniversity offers a free and confidential counseling

service to all current IBSUniversity students and staff.
The Counseling services to students are provided by
Counselors in “The Centre for Counseling and Wellness”.
It aims to help students build strengths, improve wellbeing and achieve academic success. It is a professional consultation provided by Counseling psychology experts. It provides a platform for exchanging
opinions, identifying challenges faced by the students
and resolving their difficulties in a professional setting.
The Counseling services can assist students with ma tters that may be preventing the successful completion
of their studies like personal, emotional, relationship
or identity problems. This includes managing anxiety,
stress and depression; family and/or relationship difficulties, dealing with dilemmas, grief, making difficult decisions or choices. The Centre for Counseling
and Wellness also helps students in:
• Creating awareness of the Self;
• Better Understanding of one’s strengths;
• Enhancing Self Esteem & Confidence
• Portray the importance of building relationships
• Providing scope for enhanced communication
with self and others
• Overcoming shyness and inhibition
• Identifying improved socializing patterns
• Reinforcing productive behaviour
• Selection of career in match with one’s Talent and
Competence

The Centre for Counseling and Wellness is an initiative taken by IBS to improve interpersonal functioning of students by focusing on social, emotional, educational, health, developmental, family and
work related issues in association with the concerned stakeholders.

The Counselor for IBSUniversity: Ms. Rajeswari
Bagyalingam, is a professional clinical psychologist
and counselor with research experience in Advanced
Psychopathology counseling students for success
in personal and professional life.

A well-balanced student life encourages success for students at IBSUniversity
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The IBSUniversity Health Bay

IBSUniversity staff receiving treatment from the Head Nurse

Students are encouraged to live and stay healthy

HEALTH, SAFETY AND SECURITY
IBSUniversity believes that for students to do well, the
university must keep them safe and well. For this reason,
the IBSUniversity has a team to maintain Health, Safety
and Security at all times on campus.
In terms of health, the IBSUniversity Health Bay helps
keep our students well so they can do well. The IBSUniversity Health Bay is a primary care facility where IBSUniversity students may receive evaluation and treatment for
acute and chronic medical conditions as well as guidance
on practices that promote good health and disease prevention. These high-quality and accessible health services are
offered free of charge to help improve the well-being and
productivity of our students.
IBSUniversity has a qualified nurse and other First-Aiders
among our staff who are available to assist students with
first aid or be on the track to getting medical assistance for
students who need immediate attention. Students need
only present their ID cards to have access to this service.
There are 2 clinics, one located at Saraga Campus 6 Mile
while the other is located here on the main campus at Mt
Eriama, behind the student cafeteria. Help can also be
sought at our student services counter where our friendly
staff can assist the student accordingly.

IBSUniversity security ensuring students’ safety as they leave campus
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It is advisable also, that students and their parents or
guardians, upon registration, advise the university of any
medical condition their child might have and that would
need immediate action or precaution while at school. IBSUniversity is an inclusive university and we encourage
all students to obtain world class education at our university, where they are free from any form of discrimination
or hindrance to their education and ability. All visits to the
Health Bay by our students are kept as confidential.
Apart from Health, students will find the large campus a
safe environment as we have security staff easily identified and who are equipped to protect and assist the students if there is a threat. Such incidents are rare as our
security staff have good relations with the surrounding
community and students’ movements within and around
the perimeters of the campus during non-class hours is
safe.
There are emergency alarms, security cameras, well-lit
drive ways and footpaths to guarantee students and staff
safety at all times on campus. Our friendly security staff
are also welcoming and readily available to assist new
visitors to the IBSUniversity.

Regular maintenance of lighting facilities for beautification and safety

IBSUniversity believes in collaboration in order to deliver quality services to its customers and to continuously build and improve its business in educating PNG

QUALITY ASSURANCE
As we share our Vision to be a world class university, we
purely focus on the quality of our courses, teaching, student experiences, services and learning facilities. It is of
utmost importance to ensure a conducive learning environment which has standard and established functions
thus meeting the expectations of our stake holders. The
primary responsibility of the Quality Assurance Division
is to make sure quality of the products, services and faci lities provided by the University are of high standards.
Quality Assurance Team is focused on the areas below:

Student Feedback
Student feedback is very vital for continuous improvement. We measure the quality of our practices through
teaching evaluations and customer service surveys which
are carried out every semester and throughout the year to
evaluate both our Academic and Non-Academic teaching
methods, our Customer Services and take actions where
necessary to make appropriate improvements.

Corporate Feedback
It’s our aim to bridge the gap with theory and practical to
prepare our students for the work place. In order to
achieve our goal, we conduct corporate visits to evaluate
the performance of our students and what areas need
improvement to incorporate with the training and teac hing we conduct and align our academic course match to
industrial needs. We maintain a close relationship with
the corporate organizations by way of hosting Corporate
Luncheon' Days each year to strengthen the bond, inte raction and provide feedback on the academic courses and
students performance.
IBSUniversity also provides regular information to the
industry through The IBS Insight newsletter.

Audit Marking

are in line with our standards and requirements. In order
to ensure examiners' consistency in such activities, audit
marking is conducted randomly with assignments, tests,
written examinations, practical skill tests conducted
throughout the course for student skill evaluation. Eligible students are finally given graduation certificates at
the Annual Graduation ceremony.

Employee Engagement
We evaluate employee engagement twice a year as we
believe high employee engagement would result in high
productivity and customer satisfaction.
The employee engagement evaluation is measured using
carefully designed KRAs and KPMs. This ensures a high
quality service is provided to all students and sponsors at
all times. It is in the best interest of the university to focus
on the team member’s strengths and bring out the best in
each one of them.

Internal Control
Systems and Procedures are reviewed for internal control
and monitoring of the operational activities. Control
mechanisms are in place to ensure the smooth operations
of activities and all members are made aware of the systems to adhere to. Systems and Procedures are in place
for continuous monitoring and improvement of all departments and schools. These are subject to continuous
monitoring through an internal control procedure which
helps in ensuring timely services to all the stakeholders.
The quality of service offered by the university is monitored at the stages of admission, course delivery, asses sment and career guidance through the above parameters
and changes are made whenever required. In this task,
the Quality Assurance division is assisted by a Qua lity
Assurance Committee. The committee meets once a
month to discuss quality - related issues and helps the
Quality Assurance division in achieving the benchmarks
as a team.

We take great interest in regular audits to ensure that our
operations both Academic and Non – Academic activities
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SIR IPATAS LEARNING CENTRE

LIBRARY SERVICES
Introduction and Brief History

General Library Statistics

As an academic Library, our focus is on the
academic programmes of the IBSUniversity
by providing a collection of relevant and
appropriately up to date books and materials to meet the information demands of both
the students and the academic staff of IBSUniversity each semester. Mt Eriama library is the main library that also caters for
the IBS College of TVET library.

Number of Libraries Currently in
operation: - 2 (Peter Drucker, Mt.
Eriama Campus Library and IBS College of TVET Library)
• Total stock to date: 6,900
• Total no. of staff – 3
• Weekly Patron Usage: 400 – 500
students per week (including both
users and borrowers)
• Loans per week: 300 inclusive of
overnight and weekend loans
• Loan ratio: 4 to 1
• Information Currency: Very up-todate and relevant collection
 System Used in the Library for
general cataloguing and organizational knowledge: Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC)
 System used in Library Management is Koha
• Library Publications Available: 3
(Library Procedural & Policy
Manual, Koha Operational Handbook and IBS Library Guide
 Study Carrels: 45
 Computer Workstations: 34
 Laptop terminals for students to
use
 Italian Table seating capacity: 72
 Italian Relaxed seating: 51
 Maximum seating capacity of Sir
Peter Ipatas Learning Centre is
over 200 students at one time.

The whole collection was reviewed and reorganised systematically, including the classification of all books into their respective
subject areas using the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) Standards. The systematic
organization and the classification arrangements were specifically initiated to enable
students and staff including the library staff
to fast track information on the bookshelves.
By early 2012, 60% of the library was split
into three IBS campuses to cater for the need
of the 2 new establishments (Mt Eriama &
Enga Campus, the latter is now closed) to
provide for the undergraduate programmes.
Cataloguing and processing and acquisition
now became centralized at one central location which is the Peter Drucker Library, Mt
Eriama Campus at 11 Mile.

Library opening hours are as
follows:
Weekdays 8.30 am – 4.00 pm
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Library Membership
As part of the user policy all patrons including both staff and full-time students
are required to read the library rules
and regulations carefully before filling
in the Library membership form and
submitting it a week in advance before
using or borrowing from the Library.
The library staff will no longer tolerate
any patrons without memberships. All
patrons must present their ID cards
when borrowing.

Students utilizing Library Services

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Social Responsibility
At IBSUniversity, we believe in making a difference by
linking ourselves directly with the Community. The
influences of today’s choices have a profound impact on
the community tomorrow. Being “socially and cultura lly responsible” helps us to conduct ourselves ethically
with sensitivity whilst contributing to the development
of our young nation.

Scholarships
The IBS Community of which IBSUniversity is a part of
provides Scholarships through various activities each
year and offers up to K100, 000 worth of scholarships to
students who are academically inclined or gifted but
economically disadvantaged. The offer of full or half
scholarships depend on their backgrounds. As a charity
oriented Institution, special scholarships are available
for students differentially abled. The scholarship is open
to the public and is only for our Certificate programmes.

Students and staff participating in the ‘Walk Against Corruption’ 2017

Charity
When you are part of the IBSUniversity, there is the opportunity to be part of events that will develop the community and you as an individual. The IBS community is
committed to supporting charity organizations such as
the Sir Buri Kidu Heart Foundation, Miss PNG Red
Cross Quest, Hanuabada Catholic Missionary, and many
more.

PNG Olympics Committee Scholarship recipients graduating in 2016

Sports
The IBS community has participated in sports development as one of the major corporate sponsor’s and has
maintained the status with the Sports Federation, PNG
Olympics Committee, Trukai Fun Run and the PNG
Cricket annually.
We believe in the development of our elite sports and
with our support should be able to help them to achieve
their objectives and goals. In addition, we have also been
supporting the Port Moresby General Hospital Netball
Club.

IBSUniversity staff visiting residents of Cheshire Home in Port Moresby
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IBS ALUMNI

There are various ways in which the alumni members
can continue to be involved in the life of Institute of
Business Studies and IBSUniversity: Our alumni will
The IBS Alumni Association vision is to foster a strong act as:
and effective alumni relations programme that con• An ambassador promoting the University to
nects alumni to the university through communicaprospective students.
tions, events and volunteer programmes. The mission
• An advocate.
of IBS Alumni Association is to enhance interaction
• An opinion leader.
among alumni, students, the community and the uni• A donor – supporting critical areas of need
versity.
personally and through your place of business.
• A mentor to our students who need a helping
The prime objective of the IBS Alumni Association is to
hand with their courses.
keep in touch through local networks. Build long last• An advisor.
ing relationships with current and future alumni
• An Agent/Representative in their respective
through its membership programmes, special events,
provinces.
students’ outreach and community involvement.
• A student.
• Members to plan and organize events happenAs IBS is moving forward in a highly competitive enviing at IBSUniversity.
ronment, the role of our alumni will grow with our
• Facilitators for job training/job recruitment for
network of students widely spread out throughout the
current and future graduates.
country. The alumni will encourage current and future
• Encourage students by creating endowment
graduates to remain in touch and keep us informed of
prizes for best students during graduation
their progress and successes.
through Alumni Fund.

Alumni Association

At IBSUniversity, students are aware that they are ambassadors of their university and take pride in being a part of the IBSU community.
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IBSUniversity Programmes
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IBSUniversity Programmes
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Entry Requirements for IBSUniversity Degree Programmes
Entry Requirements:



Transport facilities from selected locations

Grade 12 or equivalent with a minimum ‘C’ level passes of
English and Mathematics and Minimum GPA of 2.00



Well-equipped computer lab with latest configuration



Free access of high-speed internet connectivity and Wi-Fi on campus



Facilities for the development of sports activities, like cricket, rugby,
football, volleyball, baseball, etc.



Proposed fitness centre



Modernised Health Bay



Hygienic and subsidized cafeteria facilities



Accommodation facilities - On-Campus and Off-Campus

Salient Features:



Subjects introduced by researching top 10 Universities in Australia as
per global requirements of trade, commerce and industry.



Opportunities for higher studies



Focus on individual strength and skill development



Industrial training/Internship/Industrial visit in the related fields of
study



Well qualified National and International teaching faculty members



Career guidance and counselling



Placement opportunities in leading industries in PNG



Seminars/Guest lectures/Workshops/Conferences through stu-

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE



Flexible mode of fee payment



Scholarship from Ministry of Higher Education



IBS Scholarship for Meritorious students

dent’s association



Educational financial assistance through financial institutions



Flexible Entry and Exit in the Programme



Opportunity to participate in IBS Research Centre related work



National Book Week Activities



Cultural Day Celebration

AWARDS AND PRIZES



Mick Nades Scholarships for disadvantaged students

INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES



Mick Nades Gold Medal Awards for outstanding performance





Prizes for outstanding performance in sports activities

Well-stacked library with latest books, journals, magazines, newspapers and e-learning materials



Exciting learning hubs inside and outside



State-of-the-art classrooms for teaching and learning
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IBSU ACADEMIC PROGRAMMES & CAREER PATHWAY
IBSUniversity focuses on the success of its students and
does every effort in guiding its students through the best
career pathway. IBS courses begin from the Certificate
courses, to the Degree Program and this career pathway
can be followed through upon proving eligibility to enroll
in the chosen course. The following are the Entry Requirements for IBS/IBSU courses:
1.

Certificate Courses (Accounting, Business or Information Technology - Grade 10 (Attained Certificate)

There is a fixed career pathway established that will guide
the average Grade 10 school leaver into achieving his or
her dream of achieving a degree qualification in Papua
New Guinea. The programme through its success, has
further developed the institute into offering its own IBSUniversity Degree Programmes starting January 2017.
With more opportunities for Papua New Guineans to obtain a Bachelors Degree, it is with no doubt that IBS is certainly creating more Degree holders in PNG.

The recently introduced IBSUniversity Degree Programme has received massive interest across the nation
and it is IBSUniversity’s vision to enrich lives through
3. Southern Cross University Degree - Grade 12
World Class Education, Training and Research. Visit any
(Attained certificate) with GPA of 2.5
of IBSUniversity’s three campuses to find a career path
that suits your education qualification and be on your
way to achieving success through a Certificate, Diploma,
IBS isn’t just an institution or a University, here at IBS and
or Bachelors Degree.
IBSUniversity, students’ career in their chosen fields are
equally important as their qualification earned in their The following is the career pathway at IBS for students of
respective course. At IBS, students are guided and men- Accounting, Finance, Business Management, Economics,
tored by their lecturers to develop into the successful pro- Human Resource and Marketing and Information Techfessional they wish to be after completing their studies at nology.
2.

IBSUniversity Degree Program - Grade 12 (Attained
certificate) with a GPA of 2.0

the institute or university.

Accounting & Finance
Diploma, Associate Degree
and Bachelor Degree

Business & Management
Diploma, Associate Degree
and Bachelor Degree

Economics & Dev. Studies
Diploma, and
Bachelor Degree

Information Technology
Diploma, Associate Degree
and Bachelor Degree

IBSUNIVERSITY BACHELORS DEGREE PROGRAMME (PNG)

Certificate IV Courses (IBS)

Grade 12

6 Months

Accounting, Human Resource
Management, Marketing and
Information Technology

Certificate III Courses (IBS)

2 Years

6 months

Grade 10
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Accounting, Business and
Information Technology

Having completed Certificate IV,
students upon recommendation
from lecturer and Head of School
may proceed to apply for IBSU
Degree Programme

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE PROGRAMME
Overview:
Bachelor of Accounting and Finance (BAF) programme is
focused on providing knowledge and understanding of
the key aspects of accounting and finance, and in particular, who are looking to pursue a professional career in
accounting and finance. This degree is ideal for those interested in a future professional career in accounting,
finance, audit and taxation. It offers an excellent grounding in accounting and finance and acts as a foundation for
further study in accounting or finance at a postgraduate
or professional level. The students are engaged in professional development through theory, practice and research. This programme allows the students to undertake
industry-oriented internship that could enhance their
abilities in meeting growing the human resource needs of
PNG and the South Pacific region.
Aim:
This programme is aimed at anyone seeking a career in
the field of accounting and finance. This course will provide necessary skills in financial reporting and management accounting, and knowing how to apply these to inform good financial decision making in real business situations.
The Bachelor of Accounting and Finance is a specialized
four year full-time degree program offering a comprehensive course which bridge the gap between theory into the
practice in the field of accounting and finance. The course
involves units in accounting and finance that allow graduates to be simultaneously recognized as accounting and
finance professionals. Year one units are designed in such
a way to create a good foundation on a wider perspective
and to bridge the gap between their previous courses and
the present curriculum. Year two explores all essential
theoretical and practical trainings required for a students
to prepare them to learn advanced learnings in the
relevant field. In addition to that they will be trained in
internship – internal practice. Year three provides more
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in depth knowledge in the field of advanced learnings in
financial accounting, cost accounting, management
accounting, company law, taxation and auditing &
assurance. Year four equip the students to take decisions
themselves by learning and practicing business finance,
corporate financial management, financial risk management, final reporting and many more in addition to
internship industry practice.
The course consists of 32 intensive units with a total credit points 480 for a successful completion of the degree.
Graduates of other institutions / universities, holding a
cognate Certificate, Diploma or Advanced Diploma may
be eligible to receive an advanced standing for some
units in the course. The exact level of advanced standing
will be determined on unit by unit basis.
On completion of the degree program, their career opportunities are many in both private and public sectors
and cover wide ranges of occupations like:
Accountant
Budget Manager
Chief Financial Officer
Financial Adviser
Financial Assurance and Compliance Manager
Financial Manager
Financial Planner
Investment Analyst
Tax Agent
Auditor
The Bachelor of Accounting and Finance may also lead to
study at the postgraduate level including Graduate Certificates, Graduate Diplomas and Master degrees. They
can also pursue CPA PNG, CPA Australia, etc.in a well to
do manner.
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BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME
Overview
Bachelor Degree in Business and Management (BBM) is designed to provide theoretical knowledge and skills in the field of
business and management. This will definitely provide
knowledge under the elements of management principles. It
also covers the practical side of management and entrepreneurship, functional areas of marketing, finance, and human
resources management. This course explains and analyze the
basic science, theory, principles of management and how they
relate to the practice of managing. The Programme is designed
to suit the industry requirements of PNG by reviewing the relevant programmes offered by the leading universities in Pacific
Region.

It is imperative to understand the growing competitive scenario
of market. Each and every minute changes in the society or
sector may have huge impact on the business. Carrying out research both qualitative as well as quantitative is the real requirements for a business personnel’s to take any wise decision. Hence, the Year three focus attention to understand the
business environmental changes by studying the units like: market research, global marketing, consumer behavior, industrial
relations, etc. The quantitative business analysis and strategic
management support them to take right decision at the right
time.

Aim
The aim of BBM programme is to provide students with
knowledge and skills on the theories, principles, practices of
business and management and awareness of the total background in organizations and business carry out the business
operations.

The success of a business unit is mainly measured on the basis
of its growth. The students can able to understand and apply
the required measuring yardsticks by studying the units like:
project management, supply chain management, operations
management, business economics, international business management, managerial accounting, etc. In addition to that the
internship industry practice will help them to understand these
situations in a practical way.

The Bachelor of Business and Management is a four year fulltime degree program. It has been designed in such a way to
acquire knowledge and analytical skills in business and management by covering areas like management, economics, finance,
communication, business law, company law, taxation, accounting, computing skills, information technology, etc. This
program produces qualified professionals in the field of business, management and entrepreneurship domains. Many business operations are growing in Papua New Guinea as well as in
other Countries which demand highly talented and qualified
professionals to manage their venture, which are taken with
due concern in curriculum design and development.
Year one units are intended in such a way to understand the
basic information on various disciplines by covering units from
the fields of economics, accounting, business, communication,
information technology, personality development, mathematics, etc. which empower them to fill the gap present between their previous courses and current university requirements.
Year two sightsees the important knowledge requirements for a
business person as well as to manage a business unit or to become an entrepreneur. The practical exposure on internship internal practice make them to be a realistic person in the field
of business understandings.
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The programme consists of 32 intensive units with a total credit
points 480 for a successful completion of the degree.
Graduates of other institutions / universities, holding a cognate
Certificate, Diploma or Advanced Diploma may be eligible to
receive an advanced standing for some units in the course. The
exact level of advanced standing will be determined on unit by
unit basis.
On completion of the degree program, their career opportunities are many in both private and public sectors and cover wide
ranges of occupations like:
Entrepreneur; Business Development Manager
Marketing Executive; Retail Manager
Logistics and Distribution Manager; Sales Executive
Chief Executive Officer; Public Relations Manager
Regional Managers; Marketing Research Analyst
Business Analyst; Sales Support
Banking, Investment, Insurance and Finance Sectors
Management Consultant; General Business Administrator

The Bachelor of Business and Management may also lead to
study at the postgraduate level including Graduate Certificates,
Graduate Diplomas and Master degrees.
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ECONOMICS AND DEVELOPMENT STUDIES COURSE SYNOPSIS
Overview:
The Bachelor of Economics and Development Studies
(BEcDS) gives students the practical skills for economic analysis and understanding the economy of the nation in the modern context and the capability to create economic models
which can provide solutions to the economic problems with
better standard of living and development of the country.
Students will learn in addition to foundational economic
principles, PNG law, accounting, business, management and
statistics and also choose to pursue critical thinking and communication skills to prepare as practitioners for a broad
range of sectors, including economic analyst, statisticians,
marketing, operations, Human resources, Entrepreneurship
and finance.
Aim:
The aim of BEcDS programme is to provide students to improve their core competencies on the theories, principles,
practices in Economics and Development and awareness of
the total background in which the working of an economic
system as a whole for better employability in public sector
and private sector jobs.
The uniqueness of Bachelor of Economics and Development
Studies at IBSU is its application of theoretical concepts to
real issues. It is a four year full-time degree program covering
the issues involving economic stability of a nation, economic
growth, inflation, inequity, environmental sustainability, poverty alleviation, etc. The core concepts of this degree is mainly based on micro and macro principles in our day-do-day life
by correlating these with historical, social, political and international contexts which influence the development of a nation. Hence, this program is designed to deal with these key
issues in the current and global context. IBSU graduates can
easily make a positive difference in the World.

cial markets and internship internal practice.
The advanced level learnings are embedded in the curriculum of third year. Understanding economic policy along with
advanced micro and macroeconomics, advanced econometrics stimulate the creativity to carry out a research to find a
proper solution for any economic development of a nation.
The other units present at this level support their decision
making which is vital for any concrete approach.
The economy of the Papua New Guinea is dominated by two
sectors: the agricultural, forestry and fishing sector in one
side and the minerals and energy extraction sector for the
export earnings in another side. The fourth year of study is
mainly focusing economic development by understanding
the scenario through the study units like: natural resource
economics, agricultural economics, industrial economics and
environmental economics. The unit project management
helps to build policy matters. The internship industry practice
help them to understand the core theme of the program
practically.
The course consists of 32 intensive units with a total credit
points 480 for a successful completion of the degree.
Graduates of other institutions / universities, holding a cognate Certificate, Diploma or Advanced Diploma may be eligible to receive an advanced standing for some units in the
course. The exact level of advanced standing will be determined on unit by unit basis.

Graduates have opportunities in a wide range of sectors.
Some of these include multi-national companies, government departments, non-government organizations, international bodies, NGO’s, etc. Few notable career opportunities
are sighted below:

Year one units are intended in such a way to understand the
basic requirements from the fields of economics, accounting,
business, communication, information technology, personality development, mathematics, etc. which empower them to
fill the gap present between their previous courses and current university requirements.

Economists; Entrepreneur; Business Development Manager
Risk Analysts; Market Research Analyst; Economic Consultant
Credit Analyst; Policy Analyst; Project Appraisal Advisor
Management Consultant; Business Reporter
Economic Career in—Public Sector Undertakings; Banking
Sector; Insurance Sector; Business Intelligence; Politics
Social Research

In year two, the basic models of microeconomics, macroeconomics, econometrics along with statistics and calculus
makes the students to prepare for advanced level of studies
in the following study periods. The theoretical concepts has
been applied practically by understanding further on finan-

The Bachelor of Economics and Development Studies may
also lead to study at the postgraduate level including Graduate Certificates, Graduate Diplomas and Master degrees.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY COURSE SYNOPSIS
Overview:
Bachelor of Information Technology (BIT) programme is focused on providing broad range of job-ready skills and
knowledge in the discipline of Information and Communication
Technology. The students are engaged in professional development through theory, practice and research. They have the opportunity to specialize in a particular aspect of ICT-related work.
This programme allows the students to undertake projects that
could enhance their abilities in meeting the demands of growing ICT industries in PNG and the Pacific region.
Aim:
The aim of BIT programme is to focus on the areas of high demand jobs in web systems, multimedia, ICT management and
software development.
The Bachelor of Information Technology is a four year full-time
degree program gives you the knowledge and skills to make a IT
problem solving, troubleshooting, wireless technology and networks, mobile application design and development, server administration, software project development, etc. with hands on
expertise to influence an organization’s technology infrastructure and the clients who use Information Technology. Independent job market survey show that demand for graduates is
escalating, along with salaries. Industry is concerned about a
shortage of talent. To fulfill the gap, the course is designed to
gain and understand the principles and techniques involved in
the analysis, design, implementation and maintenance of computer systems with a business environment.
Year one units are mastered to cater the base requirements of
a student to equip themselves to understand an overall outline
of all major disciplines including information technology.
In year two, the unit contents explores all essential theoretical
and practical teachings required for students to pursue a career
in any IT sector. The course outlines and dissects all major areas
of information technology with more advanced concepts. Further, the industry study on IT focuses much to learn practical
application of IT in industries.
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The third year is intended to provide problem solving, security
and infrastructure management, object oriented programming,
graphics and multimedia, web programming and wireless programming focus on preparing students for careers within the
broad area of information technology. On completion, the students can develop any kind of software along with good understanding on web programming.
The fourth year of study is mainly focusing on application, development and maintenance to support the people who use it.
They may also be involved in creating and managing business
applications, web sites, information systems and IT environment in all types of industries. The internship industry practice
help them to apply their knowledge and to get hands-on experience and practical knowledge during the study period itself.
The course consists of 32 intensive units with a total credit
points 480 for a successful completion of the degree.
Graduates of other institutions / universities, holding a cognate
Certificate, Diploma or Advanced Diploma may be eligible to
receive an advanced standing for some units in the course. The
exact level of advanced standing will be determined on unit by
unit basis.
Graduates have opportunities in a wide range of sectors. Some
of these include multi-national companies, government departments, non-government organizations, international bodies,
SME’s, etc. The career opportunities are many and some are
noted below:
IT Project Manager; Network Administrator; Designer
Systems Analyst; Software Developer; Games designer / tester /
reviewer;
Simulation Designer; Enterprise architect; IT Consultant
Story Boarder; Web Designer; Mobile Application Developer
The Bachelor of Information Technology may also lead to study
at the postgraduate level including Graduate Certificates, Graduate Diplomas and Master degrees.
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EDUCATION PARTNERS

Southern Cross University Programmes
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SOUTHERN CROSS UNIVERSITY

Southern Cross University, Lismore Campus, NSW, Australia.
Bold, progressive and just 23 years of age-Southern Cross University is one of Asia-Pacific’s top 100 Universities and one the World’s
top 50 Generation Y Universities.
This stellar performance is reflected in Southern Cross’s ranking in
the top 150 Universities in the global Time Higher Education
Young University Rankings and QS World Rankings.

The University is one of the leading destinations for students seeking a high-quality education in an Australian University.
Southern Cross University has campuses with purpose-built world
-class facilities located in the east coast of Australia, at the Gold
Coast in Queensland, and in Lismore and Coffs Harbour in New
South Wales. Branch campuses are in Sydney, Melbourne and
Perth and are operated by EduCo on behalf of Sourhern Cross University. The University also operates the Hotel School in Sydney
and Melbourne in partnership with Mulpha Australia.

Through the education collaboration between IBS
and SCU, students can follow a shared pathway to
obtain SCU Bachelor Degrees in Business and I.T.
The campuses provide a safe caring, inclusive and friendly
environment that seeks to embrace students with a sense of
belonging and community.
IBSUniversity is proud of its 19 year education collaboration
partnership with Southern Cross University. Under this arrangement Southern Cross University offers it’s Bachelor of
Business (with a Major in Accounting or Management) and
Bachelor of Information Technology (with a Major in User
Experience) degree programs. This collaboration has enabled
many Papua New Guinean students to study in international
degree locally. Many of whom have graduated and become
highly sought professionals in the fields of Business and Information Technology.

PNG students graduating with Bachelor Degrees in Business from SCU
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Southern Cross University
ENTRY REQUIREMENT
Entry Requirement:
Grade 12 students applying for the SCU Bachelor of Business and Bachelor of Information Technology Degree
need a score of 2.5 for entry. The score is an average of the
best five Grade 12 subjects which must include Language
& Literature and Mathematics with Credits.
Scores for each Grades are;
A=5

B=4
C=3
D=2
E=1



Score for Language and Literature is multiplied by 1.5



Score for Advances Mathematics (Mathematics A), is
multiplied by 2



Results for Personal Development subject cannot be
included in the calculation.

•

Excellent study and research facilities with qualified
lecturers.

•

A Career Centre to help you with job training and job
placement.

Registration & Duration:
Registration is open at the beginning of the year for
February intake and May for June intake. We also offer
Session 3 commencing in November and ending in the
third week of February following year. Full time students
can enroll for 4 units per semester to complete the course
within three years. Each semester is 15 weeks in duration
including examination weeks, with 6 lecture hours/unit/
week.
Course Fee:
•

Course and Registration fees must be paid on or before the commencement date.

Benefits of studying at IBSUniversity:
•

Obtain an Australian Bachelor Degree without leaving home and become eligible to join CPA Australia
and CPA PNG

•

Responsive course materials which are updated annually to meet the Industry needs.
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SCU CAREER PATHWAY
AUSTRALIAN BACHELORS DEGREE PROGRAM
Southern Cross University

Southern Cross University

Southern Cross University

Bachelor of Business
(Major in Accounting

Bachelor of Business (Major
in Management

Bachelor of Information
Technology

Grade 12

For 19 years, the IBS has collaborated with major educational partner Southern Cross University in having
students enroll for its Bachelors Degree Programme. The greatest benefit of enrolling in this course is having
to attain an international degree while living and studying in Papua New Guinea.
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Southern Cross University
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (Major in Accounting)
The objective of this course is to provide adequate knowledge in Accounting and enable the successful graduates to join
CPA Australia/ CPA PNG. The Bachelor (BBUS) (Accounting) degree programme of Southern Cross University,
Australia is offered face to face at IBSUniversity under an Educational Collaboration agreement.
In addition, the Bachelor of Business will give the practical skills for business decision-making in the modern business
context and the capability to recognise and act on opportunities for a future different to today. Student will learn
foundational business principles in law, accounting, economics, management and statistics and more, and also choose to
pursue specialist knowledge from a diverse range of majors. As graduates of the Bachelor of Business you will gain the
professional, critical thinking and communication skills to prepare you as practitioners for a broad range of sectors,
including in marketing, product management, investment, finance and more.

COURSE INFORMATION GUIDE FOR 2020
Applicable for the students admitted from 2020 and onwards
Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate

Year 1, Session 1
COM00207 - Communication in Organisations
EDU10010 - Language and Learning in your Discipline
MNG10247 - Managing Organisations
MAT10706 - Quantitative Methods with Economics
Year 1, Session 2
ACC10707 - Accounting and Finance for Business
MKT00075 - Marketing Principles
LAW10177 - Introduction to the Business Law of Papua New Guinea
ECO10250 - Economics for Decision Making
Year 2, Session 1
ACC00152 - Business Finance
ACC00151 - Financial Accounting
MAT10251 - Statistical Analysis
SOC10236 - Applied Ethics and Sustainability
Year 2, Session 2

Pre-Requisite Unit(s)
No Pre-Req Unit
No Pre-Req Unit
No Pre-Req Unit
No Pre-Req Unit

Core
Elective 1
Core
Elective 2

No Pre-Req Unit
No Pre-Req Unit
No Pre-Req Unit
No Pre-Req Unit

Core
Core
Core
Core

ACC00151
No Pre-Req Unit
No Pre-Req Unit
No Pre-Req Unit

Acc Major 1
Acc Major 2
Core
Core

LAW10177
ACC00151
ACC00151
132 Credit Points + MKT00075

Acc Major 3
Acc Major 4
Acc Major 5
Elective 3

Introductory
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced

LAW10178 - The Company Law of Papua New Guinea
ACC00145 - Financial Reporting
ACC00146 - Management Accounting
MKT00150 - Global Marketing
Year 3, Session 1

Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Intermediate

ACC73001 - Advanced Management Accounting
ACC00130 - Auditing
MNG10720 - Research for Business and Tourism
MNG10714 - The Human Resource Management Expert Practitioner
Year 3, Session 2

ACC00146
ACC00145
Any Management Unit
MNG10247

Acc Major 6
Acc Major 7
Elective 4
Elective 5

Introductory
Advanced

ACC10179 - Papua New Guinea Taxation

No Pre-Req Unit
A pass in introductory
business units
No Pre-Req Unit
MKT00075

Acc Major 8

Introductory
Intermediate

MNG00314 - Entrepreneurship and Innovation
ISY10212 - Contemporary Issues in Information Technology
MKT00102 - Consumer Behaviour

Elective 6
Elective 7
Elective 8
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Southern Cross University
BACHELOR OF BUSINESS (Major in Management)
The objective of this course is to provide adequate knowledge in Management and enable the successful graduates to
administer Companies / Industries. The Bachelor of Business (BBUS) (Management) degree programme of Southern
Cross University, Australia is offered face to face at IBSUniversity under an Educational Collaboration agreement.

COURSE INFORMATION GUIDE FOR 2020
Applicable for the students admitted from 2020 and onwards
Year 1, Session 1

Pre-Requisite Units

Introductory

COM00207 – Communication in Organisations

No Pre-Req Unit

Core

Introductory

EDU10010 - Language and Learning in Your Discipline

No Pre-Req Unit

Elective 1

Introductory

MNG10247 - Managing Organisations

No Pre-Req Unit

Core

Introductory

MAT10706 – Quantitative Methods with Economics

No Pre-Req Unit

Elective 2

Year 1, Session 2

Pre-Requisite Units

Introductory

LAW10177 - Introduction to the Business Law of PNG

No Pre-Req Unit

Core

Introductory

ACC10707 - Accounting and Finance for Business

No Pre-Req Unit

Core

Introductory

MKT00075 - Marketing Principles

No Pre-Req Unit

Core

Introductory

ECO10250 - Economics for Decision Making

No Pre-Req Unit

Core

Intermediate SOC10236 - Applied Ethics and Sustainability

No Pre-Req Unit

Core

Intermediate MAT10251 - Statistical Analysis

No Pre-Req Unit

Core

Year 2, Session 1

Intermediate MNG10713 - Understanding the Business Environment
Introductory ISY10209 Web Development 1

36 Credit Points + MNG10247
No Pre-Req Unit

Mgt Major 1
Elective 3

MNG10247

Mgt Major 2

MKT00075
No Pre-Req Unit

Mgt Major 3
Elective 4

Year 2, Session 2
Advanced

MNG10717 Culture and Change Implementation

Advanced
MKT10724 Services Marketing
Intermediate ISY10058 E-Commerce Systems
Introductory

LAW10178 The Company Law of PNG

LAW10177

Elective 5

Year 3, Session 1
Advanced

MNG10720 Research for Business and Tourism

Advanced
MNG00114 Competitive Strategy
Advanced
MNG10716 - Organisational Stakeholder Management
Intermediate MNG10714 The HRM Expert Practitioner

Any Management Unit

Mgt Major 4

144 Credit Points
36 Credit Points + MNG10247
MNG10247

Mgt Major 5
Mgt Major 6
Elective 6

Year 3, Session 2
Advanced

MNG00314 - Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Advanced

MNG10253 - Sustainable Business Management

Advanced

MNG10718 Strategic Architecture of Organisations

Intermediate MNG10476 Professional Development for the Workplace
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A pass in introductory business Mgt Major 7
units
A Management Unit
Mgt Major 8
MNG10247

Elective 7

No Pre-Req Unit

Elective 8

Southern Cross University
BACHELOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The objective of this course is to provide adequate knowledge in Information Technology and enable the successful
graduates to join Papua New Guinea Computer Society (PNGCS) and Australian Computer Society (ACS). The Bachelor
of Information Technology degree programme of the Southern Cross University, Australia is offered face to face at
IBSUniversity under an Educational Collaboration agreement.

COURSE INFORMATION GUIDE FOR 2020

Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Introductory
Intermediate
Introductory
Introductory

Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate
Introductory
Intermediate
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
Advanced
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Applicable for the students admitted from 2020 and onwards
Year 1, Session 1
Pre-Requisite Units
COM00207 – Communication in Organisations
No Pre-Req Unit
Core
EDU10010 - Language and Learning in Your Discipline
No Pre-Req Unit
Core
MNG10247 - Managing Organisations
No Pre-Req Unit
Elective 1
ISY10209 - Web Development I
No Pre-Req Unit
Core
Year 1, Session 2
Pre-Requisite Units
CSC7001 - Programming 1
No Pre-Req Unit
Core
ISY00243 - Systems Analysis and Design
No Pre-Req Unit
Core
CSC00240 - Data communications and Networks
No Pre-Req Unit
Core
CMP71001 - Cybersecurity
No Pre-Req Unit
Core
Year 2, Session 1
CSC72001– Database Systems
ISY00243
Core
CSC72003 - Programming II
CSC71001
Core
ITC72003 - Resources for Interactive Applications
No Pre-Req Unit
UE Major 1
SOC10236 - Applied Ethics and Sustainability
No Pre-Req Unit
Elective 2
Year 2, Session 2
CSC10214 - Designing the User Experience
ISY10209 and ITC72003 or
UE Major 2
ISY00324
MNG00314 - Entrepreneurship and Innovation
introductory business units
UE Major 3
ISY10058 - Electronic Commerce Systems
No Pre-Req Unit
Elective 3
ISY10212 - Contemporary Issues in IT
No Pre-Req Unit
Core
Year 3, Session 1
MNG10713 - Understanding the Business Environment
MNG10247=36 credit points
Elective 4
ITC73002 - User Experience Analysis and Evaluation
CSC10214
UR Major 4
CMP73001 - Cybersecurity Management
CMP71001
Elective 5
CSC10215 - Developing the User Experience
CSC10214
UE Major 5
Year 3, Session 2
CMP73010 - Managing Software Development
CSC72003 and CSC72001 or
UE Major 6
CSC00228
SC73002 - Network Management
CSC00240
Elective 6
ISY73001 - Information Technology Project (Double Weighted
60 credit points and ISY00243 UE Major 7&8
Unit
and CSC72003 and either
CSC72001 or CSC00228

IBSUniversity
List of Academic Staff Members
Mt. Eriama Campus
S.
No.
01

Name of the Faculty

Qualification

Designation

Dr.Ramachandran Arunachalam

Ph.D., Grad. CWA,
M.Phil., M.Com. B.Com.

Vice-Chancellor

02

Dr. Murugesan Chenniappan
School of Accounting and Finance

Ph. D. M.Phil, M.Com, B.Com

Pro Vice-Chancellor (Academic)

03

Dr. Srinivasan Rengalwar

Ph. D. M.Phil
M.Com, B.Com

Senior Lecturer,
Head School of Accounting

04

Dr. Thirumal Raman

Ph. D., M.Phil, MBA, M.Com
B.Com, PGDCA

Senior Lecturer

05

Mr. Milfred Augustin Lopez

CPA, MBA
BSC in Accountancy

Senior Lecturer / QA Manager

06

Dr. Moorthy Duraisamy

Ph. D., M.Phil, MBA, M.Com
B.Com, PGDCA

Senior Lecturer

07

Mr. Daniel Biti

B.Com, CPA PNG

Part-time Lecturer

School of Business and Management
08

Dr. Emmanuel Aquino

Ph.D, MBA
BSBA

Senior Lecturer,
Head School of Business

09

Ms. Sakthipriya Easwaran

Senior Lecturer (On Leave)

10

Mr. Eldo Zacharia

M.Phil, M.com
MBA, PGDCA, B.Com
MBA, B.Com
IATA (Canada)

11

Ms. Abinaya Nagamuthu

M.Phil, M.Sc (Stat)
B.Sc (Stat), PGDIT&D

Lecturer

12

Ms. Delan Anthon

Lecturer

Visiting faculty

School of Economics and Development Studies
13

Dr. Pious Thomas

Ph.D (HRM), MBA (HRM)
M.A. (Eco.), B.A (Eco)

Senior Lecturer
Head School of Economics

14

Mr. Steve Kimbu

MBA, PGDIM,
Bachelor of Eco. in Business

Lecturer

15

Mr. Tore Garry

Bachelor of Economics (B.Ec)
Certificate in Project Planning

Assistant Lecturer / Tutor

16

Dr. Anand J Easubatham (Yet to Join)

Ph. D., MBA (Professional)
MBA HRM), MA (Eco), BA (Eco)

Senior Lecturer

School of Information Technology
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17

Dr. Vijayanandh Rajamanickam

Ph.D (CS)
M.Phil (CS) MCA, B.Sc (CS)

Senior Lecturer
Head School of Inf. Tech.

18

Mr. Victor S Bogalin

M.Sc (CS), MBA, B.Sc

Senior Lecturer

19

Dr. Bienvenido Abad

Ph.D, MIT, B.Sc (CS)

Senior Lecturer

20

Dr. Lemuel Nalugon

Ph. D in MACoED
MA (Comp. Edu), B.Sc., (CS)

Senior Lecturer

21

Ms. Valli Ramamurthy

M.Tech., M.Phil, M.Sc., B.Sc.,

Senior Lecturer

22

Mr. Jobin M Scaria (Yet to Join)

M.Tech, MCA, PGDCA, B.Sc.
Ad. Dip. in CA

Senior Lecturer

Professionals visit students at scheduled times to offer practical advice during guest lectures.
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